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Answer any four questions from this paper. 

Question 1 

The traditional view 0/science is that scientific knowledge is neutral and independent from 
human/actors. Meanwhile Science Technology and Society (STS) education claims that 
science cannot be neutral and should be taught within the human context. 

a) 	 Discuss this idea justifying the claims made. Your discussion should include strength 
and weaknesses ofthe STS education. (15) 

b) Write down the advantages and disadvantages of using the STS approach to teaching 
science at the primary school level. (10) 

Total 25 Marks 

Question 2 

a) Discuss the use, value and disadvantages of electronic resources in teaching science in 
Swaziland. (15) 

b) Give an outline of five other types ofteaching resources used in teaching science. (10) 

Total 25 Marks 

Question 3 

a. Describe Vygotsky's theory of social constructivism and show how it explains the 
role of language in dealing with misconceptions in science. (15) 

b. 	 Develop an activity aimed at ensuring concept development in a science class. 
(10) 

Total 25 Marks 

Question 4 

a. 	 Explain 'curriculum change' as a concept and indicate how it affects 
teachers. (15) 

b. 	 Differentiate between a 'null curriculum' and 'the hidden curriculum' giving 
examples of each in the case of the Swaziland science curriculum. (10) 
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Total 	 25 Marks 

Question 5 

a) 	 Describe the features ofa 'good examination' and show the importance of 

assessment. 


(10) 
b) 	Construct a five item test and its marking guide for a lesson shown in appendix A 

(see attachment). The test should have at least one of each of the following types of 
questions: multiple choice question(s) ofhigher order, structured question(s) and 
open ended question(s) (15) 

Total 	 25 Marks 
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lesson 28 
TechnolOgy'awareness 
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.J;.n~,f"·A t-h~'''''''''~::1'~''','ft';'",'r',·"btOq~p{'~y}pypjf~,:~r~!\!~lr~~i~·~~s~.~~t .•~'o~~" , 

·~"'nJ"'An· AAI"I,ni"','\r the use bfobje~,~l.Ich .aSthemous~ap, that " ....... ,. 
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practical"actiVIties 
. Activity 1 

Pass around some of the items for the pupils to manipulate/handle and observe. 
Monitor this activity to guard against damage or incorrect use. Allow ~out'five 
minutes beforecolleding in the it~ms. Inform pupils that these.are all exampiesdf . 
obJe~ Imade bypeopteto do something usefuL or interesting in . our· miles.: 
red1n()Jogy'~isth,euseof.science to· make. things: that we need'or.wantinordet to' 
improve outlives. . '" '.. 

ThisJesson Introduces pupils to fueexciting world oftechnology. Pick up one obje.ct ,." 
atatime and ask the dass to name the item. Encourage pupnsto give:theEngJi~h' 

. . .. -. '. - -~""'. " 
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ActiVity 2. ,'>;r;." .;.';' 
This is ,an extension of Activity 1 J but now ask the pupils to describe the tis~s.of each '/.' ..... 
of the items. Lis~ ,aUthe items on thechalkb~ard·Ask the pupils to de,so-i~~'h~t.' '. ,. ", 
·~chOtl~,i~.u$edf9r,t\gainta~ceptresPQnses!n .SiSwati.Th~ ,d~scri~f)S' ..[;~,;",~,p,t(·., .... ....... 
·l;re··.defclile(i, ',fQr. ex~mpJ~~ ,With.a day.PQ~ .(ludz,iW,ci).,. .. P~p~ts.c()ulqj~~~'jay;;... ...t'~i~K~:,.;.!'f ,..' . 
used" forc1rif1fdngP1~rne,·.~· breworm~~#ttll1$':.~Y'iiy~.· ..•:·i··~~}~ih",,.?~r:,,.) 

... A~ity.U and yo~ ,~~~kf.R~~i(fe items~her~tpefu~n5,~re),.,;. ." ",:".;>,.~:}. 
.'tn~~dofthe Je,s~~'W&elllyoushou1dfirietlY.d~~~}~~t ,ead1'Qf:~tb:;
used'for..'i· : '., .... '. .' . .,: ": < ',>''t x . 'iU',,;,;: 

tils. ImPbftailt .. to.:emPha$Se,•• thaf·.soirte.ted1nofot:t·..... iS••. lr.4j~~~~ ... (~Q~.;.,'. 
,so~,i~;~dern.. ~,the,pu.pil?:.JQ say which toolsb~lQf!gfc;y',tf~dj,PQf' '.• 
. .. apd)Vfti~·tQmodernJ¢1npJQgy.lVillg'out.'~poster ShoWlrig~:~pu~;" 

.•.•.~·.·~~~df.·i·.e;•..... monitqTrJ(eyp~~.•·.• (;~tr,~1 :pr9£es~jl1g.·'~E)iit;:;.Rrin.~r:'".' 

·'l.i~=~~~1.lr~%ir~:~i!f1l!I!;~'J!'1 

. ... class up: into sm~tI gro!-,ps. tach gioupmust 
'. to buiJda .modelcarthat m()ves. Encourageth~pupifs "'·"""1.::I.,.".''"''U 

• if. tney have'PtciljIeJllsW!th. their design..Whet1, .... 
this'activity;J~tQne .repreSentative .from·~a.ch·· . 
to th~ rest of the class. The pupils must then ·..nH.no....·T... 

through page 94 of Pupil's Activity Book. 

""EVa'.uatlon ~ 
.;\: ,F;ndoutif pupils can: 

'1. name examples of traditional and modern technology. 

>'~. describe the uses of these items. 


design and build a model car that moves. 
) . 
o 

:t 
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Unit 5 

Technology awareness 

Objectives 
5.T.1 	 Given statements/diagrams, pupils will explain the meaning of technology 

5.T.2 	 Given statements/objects/diagrams, pupils will explain how technology 
influences people's lives 

5.T.3 	 Given statements/objects/diagrams, pupils will state advantages and 
disadvantages of technological objects 

Background Information 
This unit focuses on the application of Science in everyday life. Up till now there has 
usually been a gap between the Science taught in schools and the practical 
application of Science in the working environment and the home. People tend not 
to use the Science they are taught to solve everyday problems. All over the world, 
this problem has encouraged educationists to develop skills-based Science 
programmes that include technology. 

Technology can be indigenous or modern. People apply all the knowledge and skills 
. available in their society to solve problems in order to improve their lives and to 
satisfy their n~eds. If the knowledge and skills used are indigenous, the technology 
is indigenous technology. If people apply skills and knowledge gained from the 
Science that they learn, the technology is modern technology. In modern 
technology people apply and develop scientific ideas to make new things like 
machines, tools, medicines, and modes of transport and communication. In this unit, 
pupils are asked to recall what indigenous techno.iogy they learned about in 
Grade 4. They are then introduced to some of the objects that are the products of 
modern techn<?logy, with which they may be familiar in their daily lives. 

The unit consists of only one lesson. This is a challenging lesson that encourages the 
pupils to think about the advantages and disadvantages of technology. An effort has 
been made to contextualise the lesson by using familiar examples. Lesson 5.1 pays 
special attention to technological objects that can be used in education, for instance 
computers, televisions and videos. 
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Lesson 5.1 


Technology changes our lives 

Objectives 
The pupil should be able to: , 

1. describe some of the ways in which technology has changed our lives 

2. 	 differentiate between the advantages and disadvantages of various 
technological objects. 

Skills developed 
• observing 
• comparing 
• communicating 
• manipulating 
• modelling 

Before the lesson 
Collect articles and pictures from magazines about new and interesting examples of 
modern technology that you can discuss with the pupils. 

Some pupils may wish to use clay for their project. Find out whether you have clay 
in your area. Collect the clay with the help of pupils and local people where possible. 
Encourage pupils to use different materials for their bowl, and have a variety of 
different materials such as grass, wood, wire and plastiC for them to look at and to 
give them ideas. 

Precautions 
Be sensitive to the fact that some pupils will not have much knowledge or 
experience of some of the examples of modern technology that you might refer to 
in your lesson. Encourage the pupils who do know about these items to explain 
what they are and how they work - this will help the other less sophisticated pupils 
in the class. 

Teacher's notes 
Technology has changed our lives in various ways. It has improved education, 
communication, transport, cooking, agriculture, health and weaponry. Technology 
has many advantages, but also has disadvantages. Our views on technology will be 
influenced by what we believe is important in life. There is no correct view - people 
are entitled to their own personal opinions based on their individual experiences of 
technology. For example, people who value their privacy might feel too much 
information is available about them through Internet technology, and thus view it I 
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with deep suspicion. Some disabled people, who are isolated in their homes, might 
find that Internet technology offers them a way of communicating with the rest of 
the world, and so are very grateful for it. 

Practical activities 

Activity 1 (Try this!) 	 .. 
Ask the pupils what they remember about technology from Grade 4. Find out if they 
remember the names of any of the objects and what the objects are used for. 
Remind them that technology is the use of tools and materials to produce something 
that we need or want and that can improve our lives. 

Pupils may mention some of the following objects: car (for transport), television (for 
entertainment, learning and communication), typewriter (for typing), cell phone (for 
communication, calculating and entertainment), silulu (where a hen lays and 
hatches its eggs), ingula (for making sour milk), camera (for taking pictures), litje 
lekusila (for grinding maize), calculator (for calculating), computer (for learning, 
entertaining, typing, communicating). 

Te" the pupils to discuss the objects illustrated in the Pupil's Book with their partner 
and to answer the questions. Go over the answers with the whole class. Some pupils 
will be more familiar with some of the objects than others, so let these pupils share 
their knowledge with everyone else. 

Explain that each of the objects discussed has helped to improve people's lives. Ask 
them to imagine what life was like before each of the objects were invented and 
think about how people managed without them. 

The objects for discussion are: 

• 	 chainsaw used for felling trees (previously used handsaw or axe) 

• 	 electric shaver for shaving facial hair (previously used scissors or sharp knife) 

• 	 car used for transport (previously used donkey, horse, bicycle) 

• 	 tractor used for ploughing and pulling heavy loads (previously used oxen and 
donkeys) 

• antacid used to relieve indigestion (previously used ash mixed with water). 

Activity 2 
In this activity, pupils have to think about the advantages and disadvantages of 
different methods used to write out/print a poem. The time taken using each 
method will be different and so will the final product. The pupils have to think about 
what they want as their final product - this will determine what method they prefer 
to use. We don't always have to use the latest technology. Sometimes the older 
methods produce the results that we want. For example, a hand-written poem can 
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be decorated with pictures - this could be a work of art. A person receiving a poem 
written to them might prefer to see it hand-written, as this shows them that the 
writer has put in a lot of effort and cares about the person they are writing to. 

The advantages and disadvantages of each method may include personal opinions 
like this example. These opinions are valid - you should not look for right or wrong 
answers but encourage the pupils to discuss the reasons for their answers. 

Now tell the pupils to look at the next set of illustrations in the Pupil's Book. Let 
them discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each object, and then instruct 
them to write their answers in their exercise books. Their answers could be in the 
form of a table like the one below: 

I Cell phone 

I 
I 
I 
i 

Lots of information can 
be stored. 

Notes are neat and well 
presented. 

Mistakes are easy to 
correct. 

Can be used for work 
and for games. 

Can be used for 
communication with 
other people (e-mail). 

Can be used to 
access/find information 
(I nternet). 

Can be used by people 
who don't have access to 
a landline. 

Can receive and send 
messCfges. 

Allows voicemail if you 
are busy. 

Has other functions (e.g. 
calculator, clock and 
games). 
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Is very expensive to buy 
and to maintain. 

When things go wrong, 
it's not easy to fix. 

Needs to be upgraded 
regularly. 

Needs a supply of 
electricity. 

Needs a printer. 

If it crashes (breaks 
down), lots of 
information can be lost. 

Is expensive to buy and 
to maintain. 

Cell calls are more 
expensive than landline 
calls. 

Not everyone can access 
the network. 

People can get hold of 
you at any time, even if 
you do not want to be 
reached. 



< • 

Video Enables people to watch Quite expensive to buy 
programmes they would and to maintain. 
otherwise miss. 

Needs electricity. 

Cheaper for a family than Can be used to show 
going to the cinema. undesirable films. 

Television Provides entertainment 
every day. 

Shows educational 
programmes. 

Inform"s people about 
what's going on in the 
country and in the world. 

(j~adY4ntages·
";','''.'' '.,~~:~:~ ',,",' .' ,;,.,,'-> 

Quite expensive to buy 
and to maintain~ 

Needs electricity. 

People can spend too 
much time in front of the 
television, and not 
enough time attending to 
other important things in 
their lives. 

Wire toy car Easy to get the materials Doesn't have all the bells 
needed to make it. and whistles! 

Cheap to make. Encourages children to 
play on the roads, which 

Won't break easily. ·If it 
can be dangerous.

does break, it is easy to 
fix. 

Doesn't need electricity 
will work anywhere. 

Trains the mind on some 
driving skills. 

Activity 3 (Find out!) 
Cut up as many pieces of paper as there are pupils in your class. Write" good" on 
half of the pieces of paper and write "bad" on the other pieces of paper. Put all the 
pieces of paper into a box. Tell each pupil to take one piece of paper out of the box. 
The pupils with" good" on their piece of paper will form one group and the pupils 
with "bad" will form another group. 

The II good" group must find out as many reasons as possible why technology is 
good for us. The II bad" group must find out as many reasons as possible why 
technology is bad for us. Give the pupils time to ask members of their families and 
of their community for their views. 
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Tell each group to choose two pupils who will represent them. These pupils must 
give a short presentation to everyone in the class, explaining why they think 
technology is good or bad. 

Tell the rest of the pupils to listen to the two presentations carefully. At the end of 
each presentation, allow the pupils time to write the advantages/disadvantages that 
they learned about in their tables. 

Tell each pupil to tick all the points that they agree with and then to decide whether 
they think technology is good for us or bad for us. Find out how many pupils 
support each view in a class vote. 

Activity 4 (Stretch and stretch!) 
This activity is an extension of the previous one. Use this activity to find out whether 

. the pupils understand the effect that technology has on our lives and also whether 
they are able to state the advantages and disadvantages of technology. 

Activity 5 (Project) 
This is a project which the pupils must do at home individually: 

Tell the pupils to design and make a bowl that can carry fruit. They can use any 
material they like. They should decorate the bowl to make it attractive. 

Tell the pupils to bring their bowls to class for assessment. Give them a chance to 
show their bowls to the rest of the class. Ask the pupils to evaluate their own bowls, 
and to explain how they think they could make a better bowl if they were given a 
chance to do it again. 

Pick out the bowls that are the most effective for holding fruit. Give a reason for 
each of your choices. 

Note: Don't be too strict in your evaluation. The purpose of this activity is to give 
the pupils a chance to make something useful - not everyone's first effort works 
out. 

Evaluation 
Find out if the pupil can: 

1. state how technology has changed people's lives. 

2. describe the advantages and disadvantages of some technological objects. 
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